
ALPINE CROSS CABIN 
THE MOST EXCLUSIVE VAN FOR MOBILE WORKING

A New Vehicle for a New Working Environment 
In 2020, the business world changed as remote  
work became the ‘new normal’ for millions of  
employees. Consequently, interest in "workations” 
- which combine work and vacation - has increased 
significantly, especially within the van life community.

However, there is currently no vehicle available  
on the market specifically designed for this  
purpose. A comfortable workspace with a fast,  
reliable internet connection is essential for the  
remote worker, ensuring optimal working conditions.  
As a response, Alpine started developing an  
innovative vehicle concept that is perfectly suited 
for remote workers.

Work Anywhere - Stay Anywhere
The result is the Alpine Cross Cabin, a seamless 
crossover of functionalities for an ideal work-life 
balance. This new concept offers the comfort of 
a traditional camping van while enabling a remote 
office from anywhere, with a unique workspace.

The core of the vehicle concept is the Smart Table, 
which can be adjusted individually and is equipped 
with an integrated screen and keyboard. The wall 
trims - designed in the style of Japanese aesthetics 
- are made of wood with bamboo veneers, creating 
an inspiring work atmosphere and a cosy leisure 
environment. It's the perfect vehicle for remote  
office workers and anybody excited to go on  
workations to enjoy the beauty of working in nature.



 ESP/HLA/FBS

 Air Conditioning

 Electric Windows

 Quad-Beam Headlights / Fog Lights

 eCall Emergency System

 Length: L4 (6.7m), Height: H3 (2.78m – 2.97m)

 TTS-Diesel 96kW / 131 HP

 6-speed Manual Transmission

 Rear-Wheel Drive

 Seating Capacity including Driver: 2

  Interior Design Concept: Wall-trims in Japanese bamboo design made from ultralight Queenply Multiplex material.

  Workspace: Electrically extendable Smart Table with integrated 27” 4k UHD monitor, full-size PC keyboard and USB hub | 4G/LTE router for mobile work | 
innovative LED lighting concept | 220V and USB outlets.

  Kitchen: Swing / lift kitchen unit including 70L Dometic fridge, 800W induction stove and kitchen sink.

  Bathroom: Shower, sink, mirror, retractable waterless Clesana-C1 toilet (alternatively PerfectVAN dry separation toilet), exterior window, and integrated 
HEKI roof light with LED lighting. 65L fresh water tank, 60L grey water tank.

 Sleeping: fold-out bed (195cm x 145cm) with air core mattress.

  Living: 24” alphatronics Smart TV SL-24 DSBW+, tug-away enabled, 180° rotatable, connected with sound system | 180° rotatable pilot seats with integra-
ted armrests and lumbar support as well as additional table.

  Storage: Lockable floor compartment for laptop and other valuables, additional storage compartments under and over the rear benches, hidden metal safe 
for cash, passport, etc., as well as storage compartments in the rear doors for camping table, 2 chairs, telescopic ladder, shore power cable, etc.

  Energy Management and Cabin Control: Mastervolt Pack with 100Ah MLI Ultra Lithium battery (1.25kWh) and 60A charger/ inverter (continuous power 
2000VA / 1600W). Arvikon control and operating system with 7” Arvikon control panel as well as app control via Alpine Multimedia System for controlling 
almost all motorhome components (lights, heating, awning, kitchen lift, air conditioning, etc., as well as all status displays for water/battery).

  Heating: Autoterm Diesel auxiliary heater | electric 6L water boiler (operable with 230V, 12V, or hot air) | pressurized water system.

  Exterior Design: Vehicle foiling in Alpine Cross Cabin design | "Raptor" Alpine grille | electric side step

 Alpine Halo11 Multimedia System iLX-F115TRA-7S with 11” Hi-Res swivel display

 Alpine Navi Stick KTX-NS01EU with live traffic information and park4night database with over 120,000 camping sites

 Alpine 360° HD camera system HCS-T100 with Top View perspective and Dynamic Turn View 

 Alpine digital rear-view mirror DME-R1200 for clear rear vision at day and night

 Alpine Adventure Audio sound system with subwoofer and DSP amplifier (SPC-106TRA7 & SWC-W84TRA7)

 Alpine Adventure Audio in-cabin sound system including 2x line speakers (SPC-L500F), subwoofer & DSP amplifier

 Mastervolt Upgrade Pack with 200Ah MLI Ultra lithium battery (2.75kWh)  + 14kg  2,800 €     

 Mastervolt Upgrade Pack with 400Ah MLI Ultra lithium battery (5.5kWh)  + 32kg 5,800 €

 230Wp solar panels with charge controller for autonomous camping and working  + 13kg 1,490 €

 TRUMA Aventa Comfort air conditioning (or Dometic FreshLight 2200)  + 35kg 2,790 €

 Retractable Thule Omnistar 5200 awning (4 x 2.5 Meters)  + 33kg 2,490 € 

 Double pleated honeycomb material cabin darkening system  + 5kg 980 €

 Wheel package ‘Adventure’ consisting of Delta Classic B rims with LODER 255 tires  + 80kg 4,300 € 

 Roof rack with integrated roof terrace  + 34kg Price on request

 Cockpit leather trim  + 4kg Price on request

 Collision Warning System

 Adaptive Cruise Control

 Lane Departure System

 Lane Keeping Assist

 Multi-Channel Door Remote Control

BASE VEHICLE: Ford Transit 

ALPINE ENTERTAINMENT AND NAVIGATION

OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

              BASE PRICE      175,000 €

ALPINE CROSS CABIN ADDITIONAL FEATURES

WEIGHT

  3,500 kg technically permissible maximum laden mass

  2,980 kg mass in running order – 2*75 kg mass of passengers - 100 kg minimum payload = 270 kg maximum permitted mass of additional equipment 
(for >250 kg payload = 120 kg maximum permitted mass of additional equipment)

  Therefore, if the payload needs to be increased or the added weight of chosen additional equipment exceeds the permitted total weight,  
a load capacity increase of the Alpine Cross Cabin through additional air suspension is absolutely necessary!  
Additional air suspension including load capacity increase certificate for Ford Transit 2014> to 3,850 kg   3,850 €


